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makes him dispassionate to almost everything else,
and it is characteristic of him that he emphasizes
somewhere what he calls the " morality of style."
He avoids rhetoric, for its toxic effect, as an athlete
avoids strong drink. He has reproached Rousseau
and Carlyle with their emotion as being a dispersal
of energy that might have taken a more intellectual
form. His style is almost the exact converse of
Rousseau's ; as he thinks, so he writes, in concepts
not in images, which, it may be remarked, places
him far above Rousseau as a thinker though it
depresses him below Rousseau as an imaginative
writer. He has neither the colour of Burke, nor the
poetry of Carlyle, nor the wistfulness of Newman ;
he is rarely intimate like Browne, and never
colloquial like Dryden, which is to say that he is the
most impersonal of all our great writers of prose.
It is the style of a man who has himself under
perfect control, and to find an analogy one must
turn to the great French writers, to Voltaire and
to Renan—in other words to writers who, except in
rare moments, used language not to express an
individual emotion but as the instrument of a
critical method. He is a master of the aphorism,
.the most impersonal of all forms of utterance and
the most French ; and in reading him one is»con^
stantly arrested and enlightened by such things
as : " Worshippers are ever dearer to us than their
graven images " ; " we observe something almost
theological in Condorcet's hatred of theologians " ;
"a vast space has to be traversed by every ray of
r light before it. reaches the eye of the common
understanding " ; of Rousseau that " he loved men

